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Dr. Mary Jo Bulbrook, RN Founder & Director of Energy Medicine Partnerships, President of Akamai University, Cofounder of the Global Healing Alliance & Guest Colleague: Best Selling Author Mark Anthony, JD The Psychic Explorer®, Psychic Lawyer®, Researcher, Oxford-educated attorney licensed to practice law in Florida, Washington D.C. and before the United States Supreme Court. Mark’s latest book, *The Afterlife Frequency* (2021) documents the science behind interdimensional, communication between realities, addressing spiritual synchronicity covering physics, science, religion of these alternate realities. Electromagnetic Soul (EMS) is the new cutting-edge terminology that defines the cause of universal interdimensional communication and rationale behind the collective consciousness communication. I especially admire and enjoy the integration of clinical examples of his theoretical system and alignment with historical biblical references supporting the process. His other two clinically and research based bestselling books are *Evidence of Eternity* (2017) and *Never Letting Go* (2011). All three are “must reads” to help us all understand the science, clinical validation, and experiential stories of life before, during, and after life on earth. Mark is a frequent guest presenter at universities such as Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and Brown, International Association of Near-Death Studies (IANDS) and other expos and conferences. Appearances include nationwide TV, ABC, NBC, CBS *The Doctors*, FOX affiliates, Shift Network, and Gaia TV *Beyond Belief* with George Noory and cohost of *The Psychic and the Doc* on the Transformation Network. Radio includes *Coast to Coast AM* and *Darkness Radio*. 
Mary Jo practiced and taught psychiatric mental health nursing at the University of Utah, Memorial University, St. John’s Newfoundland, Canada, Edith Cohen University Perth, Western Australia. Virginia Satir, founder of family therapy was her friend and colleague who influenced this work. MJ’s experience in practicing and teaching energy therapies include her own training model titled Transform Your Life through Energy Medicine, (TYLEM) combing family therapy, psychiatric nursing and wellness from an active career spanning 45 years including working in countries training practitioners throughout the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Peru, and South Africa. She has formed partnerships with indigenous healers who are integrated in this work. They include Bob Randall elder from Uluru Central Australia, Dr. Rose Pere, Maori Tohuna, Credo Mutwa, South Africa Sangoma & Amelia Pandora, Curandero of Peru. Mary Jo uses Peruvian Condor Feathers for Spiritual Initiation Heart2Heart, Soul2Soul Communication.

Join these two experts in Soul2Soul Communication to deepen and empower your Soul2Soul abilities. Mark teaches: RAFT – recognize, affirm, feel, and trust you own interdimensional communication. What I teach is called Multidimensional Communication Therapy (MCT). All are welcomed to Experience, Uplift and Awaken your “Inner Light” within oneself and connect with others “Inner Light” through Soul2Soul and Heart2Heart realities coined by MJ and in the Collective Consciousness Communication created by Mark. We are – eternal consciousness which is pure electromagnetic energy quotes Mark. All aboard. Let’s go!
THE AFTERLIFE FREQUENCY
The Scientific Proof of Spiritual Consciousness and How That Awareness Will Change Your Life
MARK ANTHONY, J.D.